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DEFINITIONS
1.

2.

Arterial Street (Primary).
A street or
highway primarily intended to provide
for high volume, moderate speed, and
extended trip length traffic movement
between major activity centers, with
some access to abutting property
subordinate to major traffic movement.
Corridor movement with trip length and
density
suitable
for
substantial
statewide travel.
Arterial Street (Secondary).
A street
which interconnects with and augments
the major arterial system.
The
secondary arterial is primarily intended
to provide for moderate volume,
moderate speed, and short to moderate
trip length while providing partially
controlled access to abutting property.
Linkage of cities, larger towns, and
other traffic generators (such as major
resort areas) that are capable of
attracting travel over similarly long
distances. Internal spacing consistent
with population density, so that all
developed areas of the county are
within reasonable distances of arterial
highways.

3.

Bench Mark.
A permanent object of
known elevation and location that is in
an area where disturbance is unlikely.

4.

Bridge. A structure having a clear span
greater than twenty (20) feet or a
multiple span structure where the total
length of the span is in excess of twenty
(20) feet.

5.

Collector Street.
A street which
collects and distributes traffic to and
from local and arterial street systems.
The collector is primarily intended to
provide for low to moderate volume, low
speed, and short trip length trips while
providing access to abutting property.
These routes serve larger towns not

directly served by the higher systems,
and other traffic generators such as
schools, shipping points and agricultural
areas. These routes link these places
with nearby towns or cities, or with
routes of higher classifications.
6.

Consultant.
An individual, firm,
association, partnership, corporation or
other legal entity registered in the State
of Missouri and engaged in the practice
of engineering or architect.

7.

Corner. A point of intersection of lines
of two street curb faces extended into
street intersection.

8.

Cul-de-sac or Dead-end Street.
A
minor street with only one outlet, which
has a circular turn around at the end.

9.

Culvert. A structure not classified as a
bridge, which provides a conduit for
drainage.

10.

Curb Return.
the beginning
which serves
height of the
approach.

11.

Driveway.
An area intended for the
operation of automobiles and other
vehicles from the street right-of-way to a
garage, parking area, building entrance,
structure, or approved use located on
the property. Any dimensions relating
to the width of a driveway surface shall
be measured at the right-of-way line.

12.

Driveway Approach. An area intended
for the operation of automobiles and
other vehicles giving access between a
roadway and abutting property. The
driveway approach includes the sum of
the curb returns on each side of the
driving surface, plus the driving surface.

The portion of a curb at
of a driveway approach,
as a transition from the
curb to the level of the
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13.

Easement. A grant by the owner to the
public, a corporation, or persons of the
use of land for a specific purpose.

14.

Expressway. A street or highway with
limited and partially controlled points of
access at arterial system intersections.
The expressway is primarily intended to
provide for high volume, moderate to
high speed extended traffic between
major activity centers with minimal
impairment to movement.

15.

16.

17.

corporation, trust, or any other legal
entity having sufficient proprietary
interest in the land sought to be
subdivided to commerce and maintain
proceedings to subdivide the same.
22.

Parkway.
That portion of the street
right-of-way between the edges of the
roadway and the adjacent property line,
or lines, on the same side of the street
except any portion used for sidewalks.

23.

Preliminary Plat. The
drawing, or chart
proposed layout of
initially required in
process.

24.

Property Description. Description of a
lot, tract, or parcel by metes and
bounds, by reference to a plat or by
reference to government survey.

25.

Property Line. The boundary between
two or more parcels of land.

26.

Those things
Public Improvements.
that are constructed, installed, or
performed on public land, or on land
that is to become public in the
subdivision process, including but not
limited to street and alley pavement,
curbs,
storm
drainage
facilities,
sidewalks, and sanitary sewers, and
including the grading of such land.

Gutter.
That portion of the driving
surface of a street, driveway, approach,
or other public way, which abuts the
curb and provides for the runoff of
surface drainage.
Intersection. The general area where
two or more roadways meet, join, or
cross at a common point establishing
an area within which vehicles traveling
different roadways may come in conflict.
High Density - Residential. Any twofamily dwelling on a parcel of less than
three (3) acres, or any three family or
larger
multi-family
structure
or
subdivision with lots smaller than 0.5
acres.

preliminary map,
indicating the
the subdivision
the subdivision

18.

Joint Driveway.
A driveway which
provides access to a public street for
more than one parcel of land.

19.

Local Street.
A street primarily
providing direct access to abutting
property and designed to accommodate
low-volume, low-speed traffic.

27.

Reference Points. Points of reference
located by a survey of the project. The
points are to be tied or referenced to at
least three identifiable features.

20.

An undivided tract or parcel of
Lot.
land under one ownership having
access to a street, whether occupied or
to be occupied by a building or building
group
together
with
accessory
buildings, which parcel of land is
designated as a separate and distinct
tract, and is identified by a tract or lot
number or symbol in a duly approved
subdivision plat filed of record.

28.

Right-of-Way. A general term denoting
public ownership or interest in land,
usually in a strip, which has been
acquired for or devoted to the use of a
street.

29.

Right-of-Way Line.
The boundary
between any public street and one or
more parcels of private property.

30.

Roadway.
That area of a street
intended and used for vehicular travel.

21.

Owner.
association,

Any individual, firm,
syndicate, partnership,
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31.

Service Road. A minor street which is
parallel and adjacent to an arterial street
and which provides access to abutting
properties and protection from through
traffic.

32.

Shall, May. The word “Shall” shall be
deemed as mandatory. The word “May”
shall be deemed as permissive.

33.

Sidewalk.
That paved portion of a
parkway intended for the use of
pedestrians.

34.

Sight Distance Triangle. A triangularshaped area of street right-of-way,
generally acquired at intersections to
ensure adequate sight distances.

35.

Streets.
A way for vehicular traffic,
whether designated with the suffix as a
street, highway, thoroughfare, parkway,
throughway, road, avenue, boulevard,
lane, place, or however otherwise
designated.

36.

Subgrade. The underlying soil beneath
a roadway on which a base course is to
be placed.

37.

Subdivision. The division of land into
two (2) or more lots, tracts, or parcels for
the purpose of transfer of ownership or
building development, or, if a new street
or easement of access is involved, and
division of a parcel of land. The term
includes resubdivision and, when
appropriate to the context, shall relate to
the process of subdividing or to the land
subdivided.

38.

Surveying. The act of determining the
positions of points on the earth’s surface
by means of measurement of distance,
direction, and elevation.

39.

Vehicle. Every device in, upon, or by
which any person or property is, or may
be transported, or drawn upon a street,
except devices used exclusively upon
stationary rails or tracks.
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STREET REQUIREMENTS SECTION
safety, and to the proposed land
uses served by them.

Street plans and specifications shall be
approved by Taney County prior to starting
any construction.
Section 1.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Provision must be made for the
extension and continuation of
streets into and from adjoining
areas.

3.

Subdivisions abutting or containing
an existing or proposed arterial
street,
marginal access
streets or reverse frontage lots, shall
provide
access
to
abutting
properties as required.

of

All plans and reports submitted shall
be prepared by, or under the
direction of a professional engineer,
licensed in the State of Missouri,
and
shall
be
reviewed
for
compliance with the minimum
design requirements.
The
original
submission
of
engineering construction plans for
streets and storm sewer shall be
submitted the first time in one (1) set
of prints to the Taney County Road
and Bridge Department.
After the first submission of
engineering construction plans, all
future submissions for review shall
consist of one (1) set of prints to the
Taney County Road and Bridge
Department.
Projects involving
State highways will require the
approval of the Missouri Department
of Transportation.
It is the
developer’s responsibility to obtain
such approvals from MoDOT and
provided copies of the comments
and approvals to Taney County
Road and Bridge.

Section 3.

Lot Size
Less
than
2 Acres
2–5
Acres
Greater
than
5 Acres

Gravel

Chip
Seal

Asphalt

Concrete

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Yes

TABLE 2.3
ROAD SURFACING
1.

Streets:

New streets shall be considered in
their relation to existing, platted or
planned streets, to topographical
conditions, public convenience and

Road Surfacing:
Allowable Road Type

After approval of the engineering
drawings, one (1) set of signed
plans shall be retained by the
contractor on the job site and one
(1) set shall be provided to Taney
County.

Section 2.
1.

Submission
Engineering Plans:

2.

2.

Concrete:
Roads constructed of
Portland Cement Concrete – All
concrete shall meet the Missouri
Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction, Division 500, Rigid
Pavements – Sub-base shall meet
95%
and
over
compaction.
Standard mix designs for machine
placed (PCC-MF) and hand finished
(PCC-HF) concrete pavements shall
be adhered to. Concrete shall be 6inches thick on 5-inches of
compacted subgrade.
Hot Mix Asphalt:
Local Roads
constructed of Hot Mix Asphalt shall
be a two-inch (2”) asphalt wearing
surface
on 3-inches (3”) of
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bituminous plant mix base course
over 5-inches of properly compacted
base
rock
(95%
and
over
compaction). All bituminous asphalt
mix shall meet all requirements of
the Missouri Standard Specifications
for Highway Construction, Division
400, Flexible Pavements.
On commercial or industrial streets,
and Arterial and collector roads, a
minimum of two-inches (2”) asphalt
wearing surface on five-inches (5”)
of bituminous plant mix base over
eight-inches
(8”)
of
properly
compacted base rock (95% and
over compaction).
3.

4.

2.

Mailboxes:

Construction of mailboxes of brick or
other non-breakaway material will
not be allowed on any County roads
or right-of-way. Mailbox shall meet
the requirements of the United
States Postal Service.
Section 7.
1.

Traffic Control:

Signs to be placed by the developer
shall
meet
the
requirements
established in the “Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices” and
shall include:
(a)

Stop Signs. Stop signs
should be placed at all
intersections with arterials
and may be required at
intersections with collectors.

(b)

Yield Signs. Yield signs may
be required at the
intersections of all local
streets with collectors.

(c)

Other Signs. Other signs
maybe required by design.

Section 8.

Subdivision Entry Signs:

Gravel:
Roads constructed of
Gravel shall be constructed with 4inches (4”) of rock having an open
gradation of 1½ “ and the top 2inches (2”) of rock having a dense
gradation of ¾” for the wearing
surfacing.
Curbs:

Curb and gutters shall be required in
all subdivisions on streets which
serve lots smaller than 0.5 acres/lot.

Section 5.
1.

Section 6.

Chip Seal:
For double seal coat
wearing surface roads, a minimum
of eight inches (8”) of properly
compacted base rock (95% and
over compaction) will be required.

Section 4.
1.

determined by the type and number
of vehicles projected to be using the
driveway. A turning analysis maybe
required.

Driveways:

Type 1 Driveway shall be a
residential / field entrance 15’-20’
wide, measured at the right-of-way
line. Residential private driveways
may be constructed of asphalt
pavement, concrete pavement, chip
seal or crushed rock or gravel.
Type 2 Driveway shall be a
Commercial / Industrial entrance 24’
– 60’ wide, measured at the right-ofway line. Driveway radius shall be

1.

Entry signs shall be located outside
of right-of-way, or placed in such a
manner where it will not block the
sight at an intersection.

Section 9. Median:
1.

Medians will only be allowed on
streets with curb and gutter. All
medians require approval by the
Taney County Commission and will
be considered on a case by case
basis.
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Section 10.
1.

2.

3.

5.

Control joints shall be hand tooled
on an interval of no more than 4-feet
to a depth of ¼ the concrete
thickness.
Expansion joints onehalf inch (1/2”) in thickness shall be
indicated on the plan at each side of
the drives, at intersecting walks or
curbs and other locations as
needed. If sidewalks are placed
adjoining
curb
and
gutter,
transverse expansion joints should
be placed wherever there are
expansion joints in the curb or
gutter.

6.

Curb ramps are required at all street
intersections
and
mid-block
crossings. No drainage structure
shall be permitted at ramps. Curb
ramps
shall
meet
all
ADA
Standards.

Sidewalks:

If constructed, the outside edges of
sidewalks shall be placed one foot
(1’) inside the street right-of-way
line.
Sidewalks shall have a
minimum width of four feet (4’) and
must comply with the “Americans
With Disabilities Act.”
Curb side sidewalks may be
provided when the separation
between the edge of the sidewalk
and the back of curb is equal to or
less than 2 feet. When curb side
sidewalks are used, the width of the
sidewalk shall be increased to 5
feet.
If constructed, sidewalks shall be
constructed of Class B AE (air
entrained) concrete over four inches
(4”) of compacted base rock.
Sidewalks shall be four inches (4”)
thick. When placing new driveways,
existing
sidewalk
which
was
approved as a part of the
subdivision improvements may be
left in place provided it has not been
broken or cracked. One-half inch
(1/2”) thick expansion material shall
be provided between existing
concrete and new concrete. Where
sidewalk is constructed with the
driveway the sidewalk and driveway
apron shall have a minimum
thickness as follows: Residential
drive – 6” concrete and Commercial
and Industrial drive – 8” concrete.

Section 11.
1.

All temporary easements required
for construction, which are not
included on the plat, shall be
recorded and filed with Taney
County prior to final approval of the
engineering
drawings,
and
ultimately recorded with the Taney
County Recorder by the Developer
with a recorded copy sent to the
Taney County Road and Bridge
Department. Upon final approval of
roadway construction, all temporary
easements shall cease and no
longer be in effect.

Section 12.
4.

The surface of the walk shall have a
broom finish and a cross-slope of
2% toward the street. Sidewalk
plans should show the walk in plan,
profile and typical cross sections.
The profile may be omitted where
street curbs are existing. If street
plans are also being submitted the
sidewalk shall be shown on the
paving plans indicating the location
of the walk.

Easements:

Other Requirements:

1.

Half streets are prohibited except
where required in order to complete
an existing half street.

2.

Where the subdivision adjoins
undeveloped land, streets shall be
extended to the boundary lines of
the subdivision as necessary to
provide adequate access for the
development of adjacent land.
Temporary turnarounds shall be
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installed at the boundary lines or
end of the proposed street by
constructing a circular turn around
or hammerhead turn around.
3.

Streets shall be named under the
direction of Taney County 911
office.

4.

For minor subdivisions a private
driveway,
exempt
from
any
construction standards, will be
allowed to serve no more than two
(2) tracts which have no public road
frontage.

Section 13.
1.

roads.
The Taney County
Commission has the right to
enforce any or all of these
improvements.

Private Improvements:

Private improvements, if any, shown
on the public improvement plans,
shall be clearly defined and marked
as such. These improvements will
not be maintained by Taney County
and, as such, an appropriate note
shall be included on the drawings.

Section 14. Gated
Communities/Private
Communities
1.

Private streets in gated or private
communities are encouraged to
construct
their
roadway
infrastructure to the same design
requirements and specifications as
public improvements.
If these
communities are not built to these
standards they may not be taken
into
the
county
maintenance
program.

Section 15. Public
Infrastructure
Improvements by Developer
1.

Subdivisions with 50 homes or
more may be required to make
public infrastructure improvements
such as turn lanes or turn pockets.

2.

These improvements may be
required due to the impact of
additional traffic on high traffic
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DESIGN CRITERIA & STANDARDS SECTION
Section 1.
1.

Plan Review:

Taney County must review all plans
for public roads. This review is for
conceptual approval only and does
not give detailed approval to any
particular design item or data shown
on the plans, nor does it give
approval for any deviation from the
County
specifications
unless
approved in writing by Taney County.
The Engineer who sealed the plans is
responsible for all lines and grades,
field data, constructability of the
design, and all other items affecting
the project including compliance with
the County specifications.

on a convenient place in the lower
right-hand corner of each sheet of
plans. The Title Sheet shall show a
Location Map for the project.
2.

Whenever
possible,
engineering
plans and profiles shall be drawn to a
standard scale of one inch (1”) equals
fifty feet (50’) horizontal and one inch
(1”) equals five feet (5’) vertical.
Drainage area maps, construction
details and cross section or contour
maps shall be drawn to a suitable
scale.

3.

Elevations on profiles and sections or
as indicated on plans shall be
NAVD88 U.S.G.S. datum. At least
two (2) permanent bench marks in
the vicinity of each project shall be
noted on the first drawing of each
project and their location and
elevation shall be clearly defined.

4.

The top of each plan shall be either
north or east, and the standard north
arrow should be used. The stationing
on street plans and profiles may be
either from the left to right or from
right to left, but on drainage plans the
stationing shall always begin at the
low point.

5.

When more than one drawing is
involved in one project, an overlap of
not less than one hundred feet (100’)
should be provided. Each project
shall show at least fifty feet (50’) of
topography on each side. All existing
topography and any proposed
changes, including utilities, telephone
installations and so forth shall be
shown on the plans and profile.

6.

Revisions to drawings shall be
indicated above the title block and

The expense for Taney County’s
Review Engineer fees will be at the
expense of the developer.
Section 2.

1.

2.

Variance from
Standards:

Minimum

All design requirements will be strictly
adhered to unless written justification
for a design variance is presented to
and approved by Taney County prior
to plat approval.
Should a request for design variance
occur after plat approval, and this
causes nonconformance with the plat,
the Planning and Zoning Commission
and the Taney county Commission
will have to approve the amendment
to the plat.

Section 3.

Drawing Standards:

1. All engineering drawings shall be of
uniform size 24 x 36 inches and shall
have a standard title block on the
lower right-hand corner of the sheet.
Consultants shall place their own title
block above or to the left.
The
registration seal of the responsible
engineer shall be placed
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shall show the nature of the revision
and the date made.
7.

8.

Sheets showing typical symbols to be
used
in
the
preparation
or
engineering drawings shall be
included.
Topography for which
symbols are not standardized shall be
indicated and named on plans and
profiles.
In utilizing the standard
symbols for engineering plans, all
existing
utilities,
telephone
installations, sanitary and storm
sewers, pavements, curbs, inlets and
culverts and so forth shall be shown
with a broken line; proposed facilities
with a solid line; land, lot and property
lines to be shown with a slightly
lighter solid line. Easements shall be
shown and, if known, the book and
page number of the recording.
It shall be understood that the
requirements outlined in these
standards
are
only
minimum
requirements. When unusual subsoil
or drainage conditions are suspected
an investigation should be made and
a special design prepared in line with
good engineering practice. FEMA
floodplains and sinkhole or caves
shall be shown.

9.

Each plan should indicate owner for
whom improvements are to be
constructed.

10.

Lot lines and dimensions shall be
shown where applicable.

Section 4.

Standard
Symbols
Engineer’s Plans

for

The Title Sheet of the plans shall
provide a symbols legend that
corresponds with the plans.

Section 5.

Roadway Classification:

The Developer shall meet with the
Taney County Road and Bridge to
determine the appropriate roadway
classification for the internal streets
and the adjoining roadways. This
information will be used to establish
the design criteria for each roadway
within for the development.
Section 6.
1.

Roadway Alignment:

Arterial and collector street shall be
designed so as to facilitate the flow of
traffic. The minimum radii of curves
shall be:

Street Types
Local
Collector
Arterials

Minimum Curve Radius
175 feet
400 feet
600 feet
TABLE 3.6
MINIMUM CURVE RADIUS

2.

All streets shall have curves designed
for any change of direction in excess
of one degree (1°).

3.

Superelevation of the horizontal
curves shall comply with the
American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials
“A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets” current
edition.

4.

The distance between the center
lines of streets opening onto the
opposite side of an existing or
proposed street shall be not less than
150 feet. The center line of streets
opening on the same side of an
existing or proposed street shall be
not less than 150 feet.
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Section 7.
1.

Sight Distance:

Proper sight distance shall be
provided with respect to horizontal
and vertical alignment. Measured
along the center line, four feet (4’)
above grade, this shall be six
hundred sixty feet (660’) for a primary
arterial, three hundred feet (300’) for
secondary arterials, three hundred
feet (300’) for collectors, and one
hundred twenty five feet (125’) for
local streets. Where two (2) streets of
different classification intersect, the
sight distance for the higher
classification shall prevail.

Section 8.

3.

Intersections shall be approached on
all sides by leveling areas where the
grade exceeds seven percent (7%).
Such leveling areas shall have a
minimum length of 75 feet measured
from the intersection of the center
lines within which no grade shall
exceed a maximum four percent
(4%).

Grade and Curves:

1.

The minimum grade on curb and
gutter streets shall be one-half
percent (1/2%).
The maximum
grade shall be eight percent (8%) on
arterials, twelve percent (12%) on
collectors and fifteen percent (15%)
on local streets.

2.

Vertical curves shall be used in
changes of grade exceeding two
percent (2%) for local roads; all
other classifications shall have
vertical curves.
The length of
vertical curve shall be no less than
that determined by the formula:
L equals K A, where: L equals length
of vertical curve.
'A' equals
algebraic difference in grades, 'K'
shall be determined by the following
table:

Local
Collector
Arterial

Crest
28
50
80

Sag
35
50
60

TABLE 3.8
K-VALUES
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Section 9.

1.

Minimum Right-of-Way and
Roadway Widths:

Minimum right-of-way widths and
width of roadway shall be as follows:

Type of Street
Local

Right-of-Way

Roadway Width

Residential

50’

24’

High Density
Residential

50’

31’

Industrial/
Commercial

60’

36’ – 49’

(Provides access to industrial/commercial properties.)

Collector

Residential

60’

31’ – 49’

Industrial/
Commercial

60’

39’ – 49’

(Typical residential collector is 31 feet. Could go up to 49 feet
depending on conditions; i.e., three (3) lanes or four (4) lanes.

70’ – 80’+

To be determined
individually

Primary
Arterial

100’+

To be determined
individually

Expressway

130’+

To be determined
individually

Minor Arterial

TABLE 3.9
RIGHT-OF-WAY AND WIDTH
2.

Provisions for additional street rightof-way width may be required by
Taney County in specific cases for
the reasons of public safety and
convenience. Additional off-street
parking in industrial, commercial,

and residential areas may also be
required by Taney County.
3.

Additional street
required when:

right-of-way

is
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(a)

(b)

When Taney County has
made plans public to improve
a street.

(c)

The ultimate right-of-way line
shall be one-half of the
ultimate
right-of-way,
measured from the planned
street center line.

Section 10.
1.

Subdivision fronts on a street
which is presently below the
minimum
street
width
standards established herein.

Section 11.
1.

2.

The angle of the intersection of the
street center line shall not be less
than 85 degrees when a collector or
arterial street is involved, and 80
degrees for intersection of local
streets.
Right angle intersection
shall be used whenever practical.

3.

Street intersections shall be rounded
by a tangential arc with a minimum
radius of 25 feet for intersections
involving two residential land access
streets, 30 feet for intersections
involving collector or arterial streets;
except where substantial use is
anticipated by large trucks and semitrailers where curb radius shall be
increased to accommodate the
anticipated use.

4.

Clear sight triangles shall be
indicated on the plat and shall be
provided as shown in the Standard
Details.

Shall be permitted only on local
streets; shall not be longer than 800
feet without approval by Planning &
Zoning, and shall be provided at the
closed end with a turnaround having
a diameter of 100 feet right-of-way
and 80 feet of paving for residential
and a diameter of 120 feet right-ofway and 100 feet of paving.
Maximum slope in any direction shall
not exceed 4% on the turnaround.

Section 11A. Round-a-bouts:
1.

Shall be permitted on a case by
case basis. Taney County Road &
Bridge Administrator and the Taney
County Commission must make final
approval on all round-a-bouts.

2.

Design criteria and specifications
must be reviewed for each proposed
location. Public hearings may be
required for various locations.

Street Intersections:

Intersections, involving the junction
of more than two (2) streets shall be
reviewed and approved on a caseby-case basis.

Cul-de-sacs:
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Section 12. Driveways:

Section 14.

1.

Minimum culvert sizes at intersecting
roads and driveways shall be fifteen
(15) inches. Larger sizes may be
required as determined by design.

1.

2.

Driveways shall not be steeper than
8% within the right-of-way. Uphill
drives shall have a minimum of 5
feet with a negative 2% grade from
the roadway pavement edge.

Bridges and Culverts shall be
designed in accordance with the
design standards contained in the
current “Standard Specifications for
Highway Bridges” published by
AASHTO.

2.

The structure shall be designed
using an AASHTO HS 20 design
truck.

3.

The width of the structure shall
match the approach roadway width,
surface plus shoulder width.

4.

Where required by the AASHTO
publication,
“Roadside
Design
Guide”, a crash worthy railing
system shall be installed, along with
approach railing, including transition
section, approach section and end
terminal section.
All of these
elements shall meet the TL-2
requirements. For culverts when the
headwalls are located outside the
clear zone (as defined by the
AASHTO publication “Roadside
Design Guide”), no bridge railing is
required. Object markers shall be
required when no railing is required.
When pedestrian sidewalks are
incorporated with the structure, the
railing system on the structure shall
be located between the traffic lane
and the sidewalk, with additional
protection provided outside the
sidewalk.

5.

Existing bridges and culverts shall
be inspected and upgraded to
comply with the requirements for a
new structure.

3.

Minimum
sight
distance
on
driveways shall be measured 12’
from edge of pavement as follows:
(distance on intersecting roadway)
375’ @ 50 mph
325’ @ 45 mph
275’ @ 40 mph
225’ @ 35 mph
200’ @ 30 mph

4.

Spacing. Access drives shall be
spaced according to the following
table:

Street Type
Local
Collector
Arterials

Section 13.
1.

Minimum
35 feet apart
50 feet apart
75 feet apart
TABLE 3.12
DRIVE SPACING

From
Intersections
50 feet
75 feet
115 feet

Retaining Walls

The design of any walls built
adjacent to any roadway shall meet
AASHTO requirements. Guardrail
and handrail will be required in
accordance
with
AASHTO
requirements.

Bridges and Culverts
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6.

The design engineer shall submit a
Hydraulic Report for the proposed
structure showing the design
frequency of the structure and
roadway overtopping. The Hydraulic
Report shall show the existing
conditions of the channel and the
backwater effects of the proposed
structure.

Street Types
Local
Collector
Secondary Arterial

Primary Arterial
7.

Design Storm Frequency
10 year
25 year
25 year
50 year

Because
of
the
County’s
responsibility to enforce their
Floodplain Management Regulations
and to ensure that the proposed
structure
will
satisfy
those
regulations, the design engineer
shall include a certification with the
Hydraulic
Report
regarding
investigations into FEMA NFIP
requirements that may apply.
Provision of this certification will be
taken as indication that federally
regulated hydraulic design criteria
potentially in excess of those
hydraulic design criteria listed have
been investigated and addressed by
the design engineer.
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SECTION 4
CONSTRUCTION
AND APPROVAL
Taney County
Road Standards
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CONSTRUCTION & APPROVAL SECTION
Section 1.

Construction
Requirements:

1.

General

(a)

The 2004 “Missouri Standard
Specifications
for
Highway
Construction” as published by the
Missouri
Department
of
Transportation shall govern for
construction activities and material
except as modified herein.
All
signage shall comply with the
current addition of the “Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices”.

(b)

Prior to the beginning of excavation
and embankment operations in any
area,
all
necessary
clearing,
grubbing and stripping in that area
shall have been performed and
sediment and erosion control
measures are in place.
The
excavation and embankment for
roadways,
intersections
and
entrances shall be made to the
designated alignment, grade and
cross section. Side slopes shall be
cut or filled and finished to a
reasonable smooth and uniform
surface that will merge with the
adjacent terrain without variation
readily discernible from the road.

2.

Rock and Boulder Removal

(a)

All rock and boulders within the
limits of the right-of-way shall be
removed before commencing the
operation of finish grading. Four
inch and larger diameter rock and
boulders
resulting
from
the
preparation of the subgrade shall be
removed from the roadway and shall
be disposed of outside the limits of
the road right-of-way.

3.

Shoulders

(a)

Earth shoulders shall be constructed
of suitable material to the grade of
the cross section shown on the plan
and shall be compacted by the use
of a steel wheel roller weighing not
less than five (5) tons.
The
construction of shoulders shall start
when sufficient surfacing has been
completed and satisfactory strength
has been obtained to permit
shoulder operation. Equipment that
will damage the surfacing will be
prohibited from operating on the
surface during shoulder operations.
Surfacing and curbs shall be
protected where equipment is
crossing or turning.

Section 2.

Construction Sequence:

1.

Clearing and Grubbing

(a)

A grading permit may be required
(Contact Planning and Zoning office
at 417-546-7225).

(b)

This work shall consist of clearing,
grubbing, removing and disposing of
vegetation within the limits of the
right-of-way and easement area.
The developer’s engineer will
establish
right-of-way
and
construction lines and will designate
all trees, shrubs and plants that are
to remain.
The contractor shall
preserve without damage the
vegetation designed to remain. All
trees, stumps, brush and hedge not
designated to remain shall be
cleared, grubbed or cleared as
required and shall be disposed of in
an acceptable manner. Stumps and
roots in cut areas shall be grubbed
to a depth of not less than twelve
inches (12”) below the finished earth
grade.
In embankment areas
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undisturbed stumps and roots
extending not more than six inches
(6”) above the ground line may
remain provided they are a minimum
of twelve inches (12”) below the
finished earth grade or the slope of
the embankment except in areas to
be excavated. Stump holes shall be
backfilled with suitable material and
compacted to the approximate
density of the adjacent area. In lieu
of grubbing stumps outside the slope
limits stumps may be cut off not
more than three inches (3”) above
the ground. Grubbing of borrow
areas, channel changes and inlet
and outlet easements will be
required only to the extent
necessitated by the proposed
construction.
Section 3.

1.

2.

Roadway,
Drainage,
Excavation, Embankment
and Compaction:

This work consists of excavation,
disposal or compaction of all
materials encountered in the limits of
the work.
This work shall be
performed in accordance with the
specification and in conformance
with the lines, grades, thickness, and
typical cross sections as shown on
the plans or established by the
design engineer.
Blasting shall be done in accordance
with federal, state and local
regulations.

Section 4.

(b)

(c)

The subgrade shall be substantially
uniform in density throughout its
entire width. It shall conform to the
lines, grades, and typical cross
sections shown on the plans, or as
established by the engineer. The
subgrade shall be constructed to
drain surface water to the side
ditches or curbs. All ditches and
curb areas shall be kept open by the
contractor.
In areas of unsuitable material with
the subgrade, the subgrade shall be
stabilized.
These areas of
unsuitable material shall be removed
to suitable material and replaced
with rock with a uniform gradation of
0-6 inches.

2.

Subgrade Compaction

(a)

Shall consist of compacting earth
subgrade that is yielding or not
substantially uniform in density. This
item of work shall be performed
when
the
subgrade
density,
following the use of the roller, is less
than required in the Missouri
Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction. The moisture content
of the subgrade shall be monitored
and adequate to achieve the
required compaction.

Section 5.
4.

Subgrade Preparation:

Sub-Base:

Sub-base
preparation
and
placement must meet the Missouri
Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction, Division 300, Bases
and Aggregate Surfaces.

1.

Construction Requirements

Section 6.

(a)

Subgrade
preparation
and
placement
shall
meet
the
requirements of Missouri Standard
Specifications
for
Highway
Construction, Division 200, Grading
and Removals.

1.

Concrete
Curb
Requirements

(a)

The curb and gutter shall be
constructed in accordance with the
Taney County Standard Details.

Curbs:
and

Gutter
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(b)

(c)

Prior to setting curb forms, the
subgrade shall conform to the
density requirements for compaction
as set forth in the Missouri Standard
Specifications
for
Highway
Construction, latest edition.
A
minimum of four inches (4”) of
properly compacted base stone shall
be used for fill under all curb and
gutter
All concrete curb and gutter shall
meet the construction tolerances
and standards as set forth in the
Missouri Standard Specifications for
Highway Construction, Division 600.

(d)

Concrete curb and gutter shall be
constructed of Class B Concrete
with Entrained Air, as per MoDOT
concrete specifications.

(e)

Concrete curb and gutter shall be
sprayed with curing compound as
soon as the finishing operation has
been completed. The method of
curing and application of curing
compound shall be to the standards
set forth in the Missouri Standard
Specifications
for
Highway
Construction.

installation of the curb and gutter
and pavement construction.
Section 9.

All work shall be done under the
guideline set forth in the Missouri
Standard Specifications for Highway
Construction, covering the types of
work being performed.
1.

The required inspections are hereby
listed:

(a)

When
construction
is
started
(clearing and grubbing);
After subgrade has been prepared;
When curb construction is started;
After curbs are finished;
After curb backfill is completed;
Before any base is placed;
During any seal coating operations.
During black base placement;
When asphalt hot mix wearing
surface is being placed;
After completion of all streets and
utility construction, but not later than
two (2) year after the recording date
of the final plat, all right-of-way pins
must be set defining public right-ofway;
Final inspection for approval.

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

(k)
2.

Curb Backfilling

(a)

Backfill material shall be of an
acceptable quality and shall be free
from large rock.

Section 7.

1.

1.

The developer is responsible for all
cost associated with the inspection,
whether these inspections are
performed by Taney County Road
and Bridge personnel or Consulting
Engineer.

Rollers and Compacting
Bituminous Mix:
2.

Core tests may be required by
Taney County. If core tests are
taken, they will be at the Developer’s
expense (to check for thickness).

3.

Slump tests may be required during
concrete pours. Slump shall be in
conformance with Missouri Standard
Specifications
for
Highway
Construction, Division 500, Section
501.5.

Shall meet all requirements of the
Missouri Standard Specifications for
Highway Construction, Division 400,
Flexible Payments.

Section 8.

Utilities Under Roadway:

All utilities and improvements which
are to be installed in street right-ofways shall be completed prior to the

Inspections:
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4.

Air tests may be required during
concrete pours.

5.

Concrete that fails to meet design
specifications for slump and/or
entrained air shall be rejected at
time of test.

Section 10.
1.

Driveways:

Asphalt drives shall be constructed
within the right-of-way of 4 inches
(4”) of compacted base rock, 3
inches (3”) of bituminous mix.
Concrete
driveways
shall
be
constructed of 4 inches (4”) of
compacted base rock, Class B “AE”
(air entrained) concrete six inches
(6”) thick.

require reinforced concrete pipe
(RCP) if dictated by depth of fill or
structural considerations.
Flared End Sections will be required
on all pipe with a thirty inch (30”)
diameter or larger.
Section 11.

All roads in subdivision approved by
the
Taney
County
Planning
Commission after the adoption of the
Design
Standards
shall
be
constructed in accordance with
these standards.

2.

Developers shall complete all public
improvements within their proposed
development before acceptance of
their Final Plat. Developers may
submit a bond to the county covering
any improvements that are not
complete at the time their Final Plat
is submitted. The amount covering
any road improvements shall be
approved by the Taney County Road
and Bridge Administrator. If the
work is not completed within two
years of accepting the Final Plat, or
any extended deadline allowed by
the county, Taney County may
complete or have said work
completed as called for by the
approved plans, or modified plans
and cover any cost incurred by the
County with said Bond provided by
the Developer.

3.

No
streets
or
other
public
improvements will be accepted or
approved by either the Taney
County
Engineer
or
County
Commission,
unless
the
improvements were constructed in
accordance with the Plans and
County specifications.

Commercial/Industrial
driveways
shall be constructed within the rightof-way of (8”) of wet compacted
base rock, 5 inches (5”) of
bituminous base mix, and two inches
(2”) of hot mix surface course; or
plain class B “AE” (air entrained)
concrete (6”) thick over five inches
(5”) of wet compacted base rock.
When curbs are present they shall
extend to the drainage pipe within
the right-of-way.
Commercial /
Industrial entrances with corrugated
metal pipe (CMP) or reinforced
concrete pipe (RCP), shall have a
minimum 2’ shoulder, and 3:1 slope
to ditchline.
Taney County may

Roadway

1.

Gravel drives shall be constructed
with a 6” minimum thickness of
compacted crushed rock within the
right-of-way.
There shall be a
minimum of one foot (1’) of cover
over pipe culverts. The depth of the
ditch must be deep enough to
maintain positive flow for drainage.
No sags in the ditch will be allowed
for culvert installations.
2.

Acceptance of
Improvements:
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APPENDIX
STANDARD
DETAILS
Taney County
Road Standards
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TANEY COUNTY COMMISSION
BY: ____________________________________
Chuck Pennel, Presiding Commissioner
Taney County Commission
Date: ________________________________________

BY: ____________________________________
Jim Strafuss, Western District Commissioner
Taney County Commission
Date: ____________________________________

BY: ____________________________________
Danny Strahan, Eastern District Commissioner
Taney County Commission
Date: ____________________________________

BY: _____________________________________
Frank M. Preston, Administrator
Taney County Road & Bridge
Date: _________________________________________

